
نوبت اول  -دهم  نام درس: زبان انگلیسی  اداره کل آموزش و پرورش استان اصفهان 

 مدیریت آموزش و پرورش شهرستان کاشان

امام خامنه اي دبیرستان  

 نام و نام خانوادگی:

دقیقه 80مدت امتحان:  17/10/99 تاریخ امتحان:   نام پدر: 

صفحه 3سوالات در  صبح 10ساعت آزمون:    نام کلاس: 

 نمره ي کتبی:     نمره دارد. 20سوال و  40این آزمون   دبیر: حمید مهدیان راد

1-Neptune is ... planet from the Sun, ... than any other planet in the solar system.  

1) far — farther     2) far — the farthest  

3) farther — the farthest    4) the farthest — farther  

2- I think French is ... language in the world and it's much ... than English.  

1) the most interesting — best   2) most interesting — better  

3) the most interesting — better   4) most interesting — best 

3- Are you going to the cinema? Wait for me. I ... with you!  

1) comes   2) am going to come  3) will come    4) come  

4- Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?  

1) This wild animals live in the plains of Iran. 

2) There are three box on the table.  

3) We are going to invite all the child to the birthday party.  

4) Look at those two mice under the bed!  

5- I am so tired. I need some rest. I think I ... a week off.  

1) am taking   2) will take   3) am going to take  4) take  

6- Which sentence is grammatically correct?  

1) Look at this flowers. They are natural.  

2) They have three lovely children, two boy and one girl.  

3) This is a low mountain, but that mountains are high.  

4) I think those mice are under the trees.  

7- A: There's no milk in the fridge.    B: Really? ... some tomorrow.  

1) I buy   2) I'll buy   3) I am buying  4) I'm going to buy  

8- The ... over there want to feed their ... .  

1) woman — baby  2) woman — babies  3) women — babys  4) women — babies  

9- Just a moment; I ... you carry the bags to your room.  

1) will helping  2) am going helping  3) am going to help  4) will help  

10- A: "We've got lots of bills to pay."   B: "I know.... them all on Monday."  

1) I do    2) I'll do   3) I was going to do 4) I'm going to do  

11- These exercises build muscle and ... body strength.  

1) match    2) increase   3) divide   4) hurt  

12- Chris couldn't go to the meeting last week, so I said that I would go ....  

1) recently   2) instead   3) anymore   4) for example  

13- The children were wearing warm coats and jackets to ... themselves from the cold weather.  

1) take    2) choose   3) protect   4) forget  

14- Yesterday, I got lost in the forest. I tried to light a fire, but the rain ... it ....  

1) cut — down   2) put — on   3) take —off   4) put — out  
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15- It is ... that children who spend a lot of time around computers either love them or hate them.  

1) excellent   2) nice   3) natural   4) safe  

16- I lived most of my life in the ... where trees and hills are not many.  

1) parks    2) plains   3) homes   4) forests 

17- It's interesting that many languages use a single word to ... both music and dance.  

1) protect   2) mean   3) practice   4) teach  

18- Tom gave a lot of his old clothes that he hadn't used to a homeless man that he met ....  

1) recently   2) orally   3) carefully   4) hopefully  

19- David was terribly sick in the evening, but the ...day he was better.  

1) complete   2) interesting   3) following   4) voluntary  

20- I know you're upset, but you weren't injured in the accident, and you should be thankful you are ....  

1) alive   2) different   3) endangered   4) wild 

21- If people continue to ... the environment, many more animals will die out.  

1) protect   2) take care of  3) destroy   4) injure  

22- My mother's headache did not seem to follow any special ... .  

1) schedule   2) relative   3) pattern   4) idea  

23- Plan for the ..., because that's where you are going to spend the rest of your life.  

1) future   2) country   3) plain   4) today  

24- A few minutes after we went out, large drops of rain began to ... from the dark sky.  

1) increase   2) fall    3) visit   4) go 

25- Tom can't go out with his friends tonight. He has to stay home and ... care of his sick mother.  

1) take   2) turn    3) make   4) put  

26- They do everything within their power to make sure their children are ....  

1) interested   2) safe    3) beautiful   4) clean  

27- There are a lot of things people can do to ... wildlife, but nobody is actually doing anything.  

1) increase   2) die out   3) endanger   4) save 

28- My father thinks jeans are not ... for the wedding ceremony.  

1) enough   2) appropriate  3) plural   4) high  

29- "Iran" is a proper noun; ..., "country" is a common noun.  

1) in this way   2) then   3) verily   4) however  

30- It is a fact that water is the most important ...that our bodies need.  

1) drop   2) liquid   3) wonder   4) blood  

31- Our next-door neighbor asked us to take care of his ... while he was away on vacation.  

1) planets   2) plants   3) places   4) plains 

32- On cloudy days, you can hear sounds that are far from you better than in ... weather. 

 1) clear   2) near   3) beautiful   4) different 

 

PASSAGE 1 

I arrived in London at last. The railway station was big, black and dark. I did not know the way to my hotel, so I 

asked a porter. I not only spoke English very carefully, but very clearly as well. The porter, however, could not 

understand me. I repeated my questions several times and at last he understood. He answered me, but he spoke 

neither slowly nor clearly. "I am a foreigner," I said. Then he spoke slowly, but I could not understand him. My 

English teacher never spoke English like that! The porter and I looked at each other and smiled. Then he said 

something and I understood. "You'll soon learn English," he said. I wonder. In England, each man speaks a 

different language. The English understand each other, but I don't understand them! Do they speak English? 
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33- We can understand from the passage that the writer ....  

1) was from England     2) knew London very well  

3) arrived at night      4) didn't like English  

34- The underlined word "at last" in the passage means ... .  

1) finally    2) hardly   3) carefully   4) happily  

35- The underlined word "that" refers to ... .  

1) the way the writer spoke English   2) the way the porter spoke English  

3) the way his teacher spoke English   4) the way he talked to the porter  

36- The reason why both of them smiled was that ....  

1) the writer told a funny joke    2) the porter told something funny  

3) they understood one another    4) they were friends 

 

PASSAGE 2 

Saturn is the sixth planet from our sun. This amazing planet is best-known for its rings. We may think that these 

rings are small in number, but when seen through a telescope, there are hundreds of them. The rings of Saturn 

are made up of very tiny pieces of matter. There are so many objects floating that from a distance, they look like 

solid rings. The rings are also very thin. The rings are made up of rocky ice particles and dust. Saturn also has 

many moons.  

Galileo was the first person to look at Saturn through a telescope. The year was 1610. He was amazed at 

what he could see, but he didn't understand it. The telescopes today are much better and can reveal the amazing 

details of the rings and moons.  

Another interesting fact about Saturn is that it could float. That seems surprising because Saturn is the 

second-largest planet. Even though it is big, it doesn't weigh very much. Its dense is less than water. Saturn rotates 

very quickly, which means that a day on Saturn is only about 10 hours long. Saturn is made up mostly of hydrogen 

and helium. There have been many unmanned trips to get a closer look at Saturn. Four spacecrafts have taken 

pictures and visited Saturn. 

37- Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage?  

1) Many unmanned trips have already been made to know Saturn better.  

2) Saturn doesn't weigh a lot. That's why it could float in the space.  

3) Galileo was the first one who could reveal the amazing details of the rings.  

4) A day on Saturn is about 10 hours long since it goes around very quickly.  

38- From the passage, it can be understood that the reason why humans cannot live on Saturn is that ... .  

1) Saturn has more rings than other planets  

2) Saturn's days are shorter than the earth's days  

3) Saturn is much bigger than the earth  

4) Saturn is made up of mostly hydrogen and helium  

39-The passage provides enough information to answer which of the following questions?  

1) How many people have visited Saturn so far?  

2) Which planet was first viewed through telescope?  

3) When could Galileo see Saturn through telescope?  

4) How many planets are there in the solar system? 

40- The best title for this passage could be "..." .  

1) Saturn: The Planet with Rings    2) Our Amazing Solar System  

3) Low-Density Planets     4) Planets with Moons 
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